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   In the Republic of Niger, French is established as the official language but it counts 10 
national native languages that are further spoken, thus Niger is profoundly attached to those 
languages and is determined to protect and promote the national language. 
  
   The “francization” of the country is explained by the historical establishment of the French 
colonies back to the 19e century, but the country became independent in 1960. French allows 
a larger access to the globalization of the economy and culture, and a further understanding 
of Niger throughout the world. However, this French establishment has deeply affected the 
cultural heritage of Niger. French cannot replicate the culture engrained in the national 
languages of Niger, therefore, “francization” creates consequences such as a loss of a singular 
culture built by African tribes for centuries which constitutes a rich immaterial legacy, precious 
for Niger and precious for the African continent. 
In addition to a legacy loss, if French is the language of the Nigerien administration and 
education (recognized by the law of 2001), only 12,5% of Nigeriens speak French, while 52,8% 
speak haoussa, which is the most spoken native language among the other ten (zarma-
songhaï, le tamasheq, fulfulde, kanouri, dialectal arab, le buduma, le gulmancema, tassawaq 
and toubou), which means that more than at least half of the citizens do not understand the 
political aspects of their country, and consequently, add to the marginalization of national 
speakers. 
  
   Niger attaches a deep importance for preserving its national languages that carry centuries 
of culture, values and customs. Acknowledging the danger of national language extinction, the 
government has a minister in charge of the promotion of national languages, which makes 
Niger one of the rare countries in the world in possession of a such minister. 
  
   Because of this, in 2008, Niger adopted a national declaration of cultural politics. The 
declaration finances programs of research regarding national and endangered languages, 
encourages literature contests in the national languages, expands the use of national 
languages in scientific areas and administrative departments, and promotes an expansion of 
cinematographic production in national languages. As for education, Niger adopted a policy in 
2008 that states that in addition to French being taught in school, students have to choose to 
learn a second language among the national ones. 
  
   In 2006, Niger joined the « forces for preserving Africa’s linguistic diversity », a meeting 
organized by UNESCO’s Intangible Heritage Section and organized in cooperation with the 
African Academy of Languages (ACALAN). This meeting hosted discussions about the 
solutions to safeguard the national languages, although Niger is not a member of ACALAN, it 
is a true activist for safeguarding of national languages and submits proposals for promoting 
national languages. 
  
   In order to help the safeguarding of dialects and languages used in the administration, Niger 
proposes a promotion throughout cultural countenance and mandatory courses in national 
languages associated with the inhabited regions. Finally, Niger asks to receives a financial 
investment from the UN to help the poorest countries of the world promote their national 
languages. 


